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Three pillars of 20th century science:

Quantum Mechanics

Digital Computing

Digital Communications

This will be the story of the thinkers who effected the 
fusion of these subjects, at the end of the century.



Peter Shor



Fast Quantum Computation

P. Shor, AT&T, 1994

Shor’s algorithm gives an
exponential speedup for 

prime factorization compared
with any known algorithm
on an ordinary computer!

Factor k-digit number: time ke≈

Factor k-digit number: time 2k≈
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Richard Feynman

1.



Back in 1959…
…When we get to the very, very small world---say 
circuits of seven atoms---we have a lot of new things 
that would happen that represent completely new 
opportunities for design. Atoms on a small scale behave 
like nothing on a large scale, for they satisfy the laws of 
quantum mechanics. So, as we go down and fiddle 
around with the atoms down there, we are working with 
different laws, and we can expect to do different things. 
We can manufacture in different ways. We can use, not 
just circuits, but some system involving the quantized 
energy levels, or the interactions of quantized spins, etc. 

From “There's Plenty of Room at the Bottom”, 
Lecture by Feynman at 
American Physical Society meeting in 1959.



Feynman (1)





Feynman (2): 



Aharonov Kitaev

…

-- disconnected from 1981 suggestions:
only simulates classical computers!

-- Hamiltonian unrealistic: spatially nonlocal,
multiple-particle interactions

-- BUT, has been very important 
for current work                         

-- Quantum hardness
-- Adiabatic quantum

computation



Steve Wiesner

2.





Steve Wiesner

1970 manuscript, 
On Conjugate Coding

Example 2:
“Quantum money”

Unclonability of individual
photons prepared in two
different orthogonal bases





Steve Wiesner

1970 manuscript, 
On Conjugate Coding

Example 2:
“Quantum money”

Charlie Bennett

Unclonability of individual
photons prepared in two
different orthogonal bases



Jerome Wiesner



Jerome Wiesner



IBM/MIT meeting, “Physics and Computation”, Endicott House, 1981



Wootters

Thorne

Wheeler

Zurek

Unruh

Bad 
Windsheim, 
1981
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Wootters and Zurek,
No-cloning, 1982



David Deutsch
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Back to basics…

〉+〉= 1|0| baψ

Fundamental carrier of information: the bit

Possible qubit states: any superposition described
by the wavefunction

“0” “1”or

Fundamental carrier of quantum information: the qubit

Possible bit states:



Rules for quantum computing

Consider this form of two-bit boolean logic gate:

D. Deutsch, Proc. R. Soc. A 400, 97 (1985)
D. Deutsch, Proc. R. Soc. A 425, 73 (1989)

x x

y          y x

add the bits mod 2

=

“controlled-NOT”
(CNOT)

1

0 1

1



Rules for quantum computing

Quantum rules of operation :

D. Deutsch, Proc. R. Soc. A 400, 97 (1985)
D. Deutsch, Proc. R. Soc. A 425, 73 (1989)

x x

y          y x

=

“controlled-NOT”
(CNOT)( )1000
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output not factorizable!

Creation of entanglement

U
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Source

Measurement Entanglement, Bell inequalities, EPR state, etc.

The central ideas of a quantum
cryptography and quantum 
communication

1984: Bennett and Brassard,
quantum key distribution

1992: Bennett and Wiesner,
superdense coding



Rules for quantum computing

Consider this form of two-bit boolean logic gate:

D. Deutsch, Proc. R. Soc. A 400, 97 (1985)
D. Deutsch, Proc. R. Soc. A 425, 73 (1989)
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Institute for Scientific Interchange,
Torino, 1993



1993, quantum teleportation: 
the fundamental primitive of quantum communication

Richard Jozsa               Bill Wootters                   Charlie Bennett

Gilles Brassard                Claude Crepeau                Asher Peres         



Quantum Algorithms:
from Deutsch to Shor

• Deutsch, 1989
• Deutsch-Jozsa, 1992
• Bernstein-Vazirani, 1993
• Simon, 1994
• Shor, 1994



Institute for Scientific Interchange,
Torino, 1994



Institute for Scientific Interchange,
Torino, 1995





Questions & Answers
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